Electrocapillary at contact: potential-dependent adhesion between a gold electrode and a mica surface.
Using the electrochemical surface forces apparatus, we investigated adhesion (from pull-off measurements) between gold and mica as the potential of the gold surface was changed externally. Measurements were performed at different concentrations of KClO(4) in a potential window where the gold electrode is ideally polarizable. At applied potentials where the gold-mica interactions are repulsive, we obtain double layer forces that are predictable by the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory of colloid stability but deviate from the theory at short range. At applied potentials where the gold-mica interactions are attractive, we observed a very strong dependence of adhesion on the applied potential, a result that cannot be directly related to DLVO theory. We show, however, that an approach based on electrocapillary thermodynamics can be employed to model the potential dependence of adhesion seen in our measurements. This electrocapillary approach presents evidence of charging at the gold-mica interface and stresses the relation between the charge within and outside of the contact area.